Event Name: Engineers Day
Date: 15.09.2015
Venue: IET Amphi Theatre
The birthday of Sir Mokshgundam Vishvehwarya was celebrated as Engineers’ Day. The inaugural session took
place at Amphitheatre, IET. Mr P.K. Jamini, Additional Chief Engineer, Jaipur Vidyut Nigam was the chief guest and
Mr Ashok Kr Singh, Plant Head, Mahindra Tractor was the Guest of Honor of the occasion. The ceremony started
with lightening of holy lamp. It was followed by a presentation on Sir Mokshgundam Vishveswarya by Master
Himanshu, student of BTech III year. He discussed about the early life and educational background of Sir
Vishveshvarya. He also elaborated the notable contribution of Sir Vishvesgwayra in the field of Engineering and
also, the awards he was conferred with. He highlighted the theme of the occasion,” Challenges in Engineering in
Knowledge Era”. This presentation was followed by welcome of Chief Guest Mr Jamini and Guest of Honor Mr
Ashok by presenting a bouquet of flowers by Dr Anupam Singh. The ceremony was preceded by welcome note of
Dr Anupam Singh. He addressed the gathering and welcomed the guests of the day. He shared his insights in the
context of Engineers’ Day and also introduced JKLU to the Guests.

Event Name: Teachers Day
Date: 05.09.2015
Venue: IM Amphi Theatre

Teacher's Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm and aspirations at JK Lakshmipat University
remembering of our beloved President Late Dr. S. Radhakrishnan whose birth centenary is celebrated as
Teacher’s Day. The event was witness by the faculties of JKLU IM. The program was moderated by the
students of IM (Institute Of Management) for their ‘Gurus’. The event was celebrated in a classroom (IM105) because the students wanted to give their Gurus a nostalgic feeling to remember their college days.
The ceremony was initiated by Prince Narchal & Shekhar Kushwaha, both the students of BBA 2nd Year.
They welcomed the faculty members & reiterated the importance of that day, in the life of every Student.

